
A. Choose the correct answer. 

 1. Why is Faye afraid of school?
  a. Because she doesn’t have any friends.
  b. Because people say that she is ugly.

 2. Why does Faye post a video of herself online?
  a. Because her friends do the same things.
  b. So people can comment on her appearance.

 3. Who is posting videos like this?
  a. mostly teenage girls.
  b.  mostly teenage boys.

 4. According to Ramsey, why do many others post videos like Faye’s?
  a. Because online comments are really important to them.
  b. Because they like attention. 

 5. We are training our kids to spend more time on their…………..
  a. appearance
  b. effort

B. Fill in the blanks. 

 1. We need to start judging people by _________________, not what they look like.
 2. We can compliment people based on their __________ and their 
  _________________. 
 3. The way you look is just one part of your _________________.
 4. Let’s build self–esteem into our _________________ curriculums.

C.  Answer True o False.

 1. Body image issues can affect a student’s performance   T F
  at school.
 2. The problem is worse in the United States than in    T F
  other countries.
 3. The main issue for teenagers is how they think they look.   T F
 4. Nearly two in three teenagers, are withdrawing from classroom T F
  

D. Critical Thinking
Read the social media posts below. How do you think Meaghan Ramsey would feel about each 
one? Discuss with partner.

 

WHY THINKING YOU'RE UGLY IS BAD FOR YOU
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 TED Talk - Maeghan Ramsey

“Maria Sharapova is my favorite tennis player. She is so beautiful.”

“Congratulations on your exam result!”

TP: 12 (1,54)

Score: ____ /20

Speaking: ____/2

debate.


